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Third-party residual cyber-risk management (RCRM) services (e.g., insurance, re-insurance) are getting in-
creasingly popular (currently, a multi-billion-dollar annual market) with C-suites managing industrial control
systems (ICSs) based upon IoT-driven cyber-physical IT and OT technology. Apart from mitigating and di-
versifying losses from (major) cyber-threats RCRM services positively contribute to improved cyber-security
as an added societal benefit. However, it is also well known that RCRM markets (RCRM for ICSs being a
mere subset) are relatively nascent and sparse. There is a huge (approximately 10-fold) supply-demand gap
in an environment where (a) annual cyber-losses range in trillions of USD, and (b) CRM markets (residual
or otherwise) are annually worth only up to 0.25 trillion USD. The main reason for this wide gap is the age-
old information asymmetry (IA) bottleneck between the demand and supply sides of the third-party RCRM
market, which is significantly amplified in modern cyber-space settings. This setting primarily comprises
interdependent and intra-networked ICSs (and/or traditional IT systems) from diverse application sectors
inter-networked with each other in a service supply-chain environment. In this article, we are the first to

prove that optimal cyber-risk diversification (integral to RCRM) under IA is computationally intractable, i.e., NP-

hard, for such (systemic) inter-networked societies. Here, the term “optimal diversification” implies the best way
a residual and profit-minded cyber-risk manager can form a portfolio of client coverage contracts. We follow
this up with the design and analysis of a computational policy that alleviates this intractability challenge
for the social good. Here, the social good can be ensured through denser RCRM markets that in principle
improve cyber-security. Our work formally establishes (a) the reason why it has been very difficult in prac-
tice (without suitable policy intervention) to densify IA-affected RCRM markets despite their high demand in
modern CPS/ICS/IoT societies; and (b) the efficacy of our computational policy to mitigate IA issues between
the supply and demand sides of an RCRM market in such societies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

CPS-driven smart societies (cities) are examples of service-networked ecosystems that are
popularly on the rise around the globe, with major cities such as Singapore, Dubai, Barcelona,
and Amsterdam being working examples. According to the Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECD) [16], these cities are expected to contribute to a
multi-trillion dollar economy by the next decade. The proper functioning of such cities is hugely
based on the success of interdependent supply-chain relationships carved out from IoT-driven
industrial control systems (ICSs) in diverse sectors such as automobiles, electronics, energy,
aviation, finance, aerospace, and so on. In the CPS age, these relationships are often realized via
large-scale OT and IT systemic network linkages that operate via the interplay of hardware (e.g.,
sensors, actuators, cameras), application software (e.g., Oracle for DBMS support, cloud service
software), and IoT/CPS firmware.

A major flip-side to the significant socio-economic benefits ushered in by modern OT and IT
systems-driven smart cities (societies) is the much-desired but non-existent strong cyber-security
that should complement technology infrastructures and the services (e.g., energy, manufacturing,
water, transportation, retail) such societies provide [14]. Corporate surveys conducted by popular
cyber-risk management firms (e.g., Advisen, PartnerRe, Deloitte) keep confirming every year
(via their annual reports) that most industrial control systems (ICSs) around the globe—small,
medium, or big—are successfully breached through malicious events that include cyber-extortion
(e.g., ransomware), unintentional data disclosures, lost or stolen data, data breaches, unautho-
rized data collection and disclosure, identity theft, network/website disruption, business email
compromise via social engineering, and denial of service. This, despite the rapid growth in the
number of cybersecurity technology solutions over the years. The reason for this strange paradox
is multi-fold:

(1) There has been a rising trend in the past few years (thanks to multiple major cyber-
catastrophes such as Sunburst APT hacks, Mirai DDoS, WannaCry/Petya, NotPetya ran-
somware attacks, and Sony/Target data breaches hitting society) among organizational
boards acknowledging cyber-risk to be a top-five concern for business continuity, reputation,
and profitability [24, 60, 66]. However, the proportional time, resources, and effort have not
been put in to design effective board-level policies that aptly incentivize employees to be-
haviorally improve cybersecurity practices and make best use of installed security products.

(2) Cybersecurity technology solutions is a market for lemons (a term coined by economist
George Akerlof in 1970 [2]). The root of the technology efficacy problem is primarily eco-
nomic driven by information asymmetry between the parties that prevent technology buyers
(e.g., the CISOs and the enterprise team of organizations) from effectively evaluating technol-
ogy and incentivizing security vendors to sell sub-optimal solutions in the market, which are
not as effective as promised and which reduce trust in cybersecurity technology. More specif-
ically, the technology solutions market is too product-congested for buyers to give in enough
effort to evaluate and rank the effectiveness of each product—to the extent that the buyers be-
lieve that lack of quality is the reason behind too many market products to exist concurrently.

(3) Cybersecurity products are often an outcome of a high-risk “casino economy.” In this
economy, a fragmented vendor industry is configured to manufacture products they
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think (a) venture capitalists (VCs) will invest in, (b) that larger companies might want
to integrate and make the smaller companies follow suit, and (c) that customers can
be convinced to buy. These products, akin to a gamble, might be innovative enough to
occasionally help cybersecurity, or it might not, but frankly nobody has a clue. Now iterate
this process over 10–15 years and you end with a lot of complexity, layers of obsolete
and often non-performing technology that requires ever more scarce human expertise to
maintain and keep running. As Ciaran Martin, former head of the UK National Security

Centre (NCSC) once said, “In cybersecurity right now, trust doesn’t always sell, and good
security doesn’t always sell and isn’t always easy to buy. That’s a real problem.”

(4) The proliferation of IoT-driven OT and IT systems has ushered in a new and difficult
challenge to technologically manage cyber-risk in modern CPS societies. Billions of IoT
devices (currently, tens of billions, and projected by Cisco to be a whopping 125 billion
by 2030) are deployed in most industrial sectors and connected as part of intra- and inter-
organization networks. Most of these devices are unattended for long periods of time and
have poor security postures. This is due to (a) limited computational capabilities—incapable
of running sophisticated security tools even if desired; (b) being loaded with weak default
passwords [25]; and (c) suffering from human-in-the-loop issues breaching ICS security
despite recommended IT-OT gaps. This has made industrial IoT-driven cyber-physical
industry systems considerably easy to be breached, as evident from the (catastrophic)
Mirai and Stuxnet attacks a few years ago. The denser the IoT penetration, the greater the
likelihood of system and systemic cyber-risk, and consequently greater the negative social
and economic impact [14, 67].

1.1 The Steady Rise of Residual Cyber-risk Management Products in the ICS Age

Bolstered by our above viewpoints is the fact that technology products are solely not going to
lead us to an ideal cybersecurity state in an IT and/or ICS universe. There will inevitably be
residual cyber-risk faced by any IT/IoT controlled organization. This has led to CPS-powered ICS
organizations in smart cities round the globe increasingly embracing cyber-risk management

(CRM) solutions that are a mix of both in-house efforts (e.g., via effectively using security vendor
products, raising employee awareness and response to cyber-security, self-insurance) and com-
mercial third-party coverage-based residual cyber-risk management (RCRM) products (e.g.,
cyber-insurance) that eliminate residual risk.
Standard Market RCRM Solutions for the CPS-driven ICS Age - One such commercially
popular third-party residual coverage product family consists of cyber (re-)insurance solutions
that defend businesses and individuals from the financial losses caused due to cyber risk expo-
sure. More specifically, cyber (re-)insurance business solutions diversify their clients (in the CPS con-
text, organizations reliant on CPS services) into cyber-risk types (e.g., high, medium, low). In ad-
dition, they cover their first-party costs (e.g., cyber extortion, cyber forensics, credit monitoring,
civil fines and penalties, and privacy notification), as well as third-party liability (e.g., electronic
media liability, network security and privacy liability). Apart from providing loss coverage as its
salient functionality, cyber-insurance carries with it the promise of improving cybersecurity—known
through principle, as well as verified in theory through multiple research efforts since the early
2000s [3, 8, 12, 41, 47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 62, 78]. From the viewpoint of organizations deploying CPS
systems, cyber-insurance propels the former to voluntarily adopt appropriate security controls
(thereby improving cyber-security) and subsequently pay lesser premiums.
A Push for Improved RCRM Market Density in the CPS Age - Today, more IT and CPS-

driven organizations (ITOs) than ever (nearly 80 percent in the USA), specifically those parts
of smart cities (Figure 1) governed by industrial control systems (ICSs) [67], carry cyber
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Fig. 1. A collection of diverse application service sectors driving a CPS-reliant smart city (Source: Google

Images).

insurance-type RCRM solutions. The C-suites of IT organizations and ICSs are increasingly coming
to terms with the facts that cyber-risks are inevitable and that cyber-adversaries are always ahead
than current cyber-defense practices. Around 55% of IT/ICS firms in North America and Europe
buy stand-alone cyber-insurance policies (from at least 200 commercial cyber-insurance vendors
just in the USA, as reported by Advisen) in an annual market that is worth approximately 8 billion
USD globally (projected to grow to 25 billion USD by 2025). Add to this the current push from the
legal and policy front in certain parts of the world to invest in cyber-insurance in CPS societies.
For example, in February 2020, the California Assembly introduced a bill to make cyber insurance
mandatory to process regulated and protected personal information for all state contractors. The
rise in data privacy (a huge concern in the CPS-driven ICS societies) laws, such as the Personally

Identifiable Information (PII) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act (HIPAA) in the US; the global standard, Payment Card Industry-Data Security Standard

(PCI-DSS); and the European Union’s (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) are
persuading insurance providers to focus on cyber insurance measures. In February 2020, the Euro-

pean Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) released cyber underwriting
strategies to build a strong cyber insurance market for CPS-driven ICS societies.

1.2 RCRM Market Concerns and Research Motivation

In this section, we first brief the reader on the status quo of existing RCRM markets in CPS-driven
ICS societies and the root underlying cause of why such markets are not rocketing (but only grow-
ing steadily) despite their high demand from CPS-reliant corporations and organizations. We then
showcase our research motivation that is heavily related to the stated underlying cause.
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Why Are RCRM Markets Sparse? - Despite a push for RCRM solutions, there is a huge gap
between the annual cyber-loss market—worth a few trillion USD—and the CRM (residual or oth-
erwise) market—worth at most a quarter of a trillion USD. This latter market is again subdivided
into an ≈200B USD market in vendor products and an ≈10B USD market in cyber-insurance of
which the ICS cyber-insurance market is a smaller part). This gap severely constrains taking leaps
in improving cyber-security, as noted by major security vendors such as Symantec and McAfee
in their yearly reports over the years. Parallel to the growth of the security vendor market, it
is fairly intuitive to assume that RCRM markets should grow quite fast to reduce the big loss-
CRM gap and contribute to global cyber-security, alongside being profitable. However, the scale
of the Internet (consisting of ≈50 billion connected (IoT) devices), together with the lack of strong
regulations/standards related to (a) organizational cyber-breach disclosures and (b) default IoT de-
vice security controls, make the RCRM solutions space highly non-transparent between solution
buyers (organizations) and the sellers (e.g, cyber (re-)insurance companies). This is the typical
information asymmetry (IA) problem characteristic of the traditional insurance industry. In ad-
dition, the IA problem is magnified for the ICS ecosystem that is networked and interdependent
among various critical diverse sectors. On the one hand, it is externally challenging to robustly
estimate intra-ICS cyber-risk emanating from its OT/IT architecture given myriads of ways cyber-
vulnerabilities can crop up in a large intra-network. On the other hand, inter-network cyber-risks
are equally (if not greater) difficult to estimate in the event of a cyber-breach, given the intricate
complexity of supply-chain relationships and C-suite reservations to reveal actual loss details. As
a result, in the absence of robust cyber-risk estimation environments, the RCRM industry is grow-
ing at a slow and steady pace, instead of a “rocketing” pace as is the need of the hour (see more
details in Section 5).
Research Motivation - The basic criteria for designing effective RCRM solution portfolios is to ac-
curately diversify buyers (i.e., CPS-reliant organizations investing in cyber-insurance) into cyber-risk
types (e.g., high, medium, low). In other words, the most important task of RCRM agencies (e.g., cy-
ber (re-)insurers) is to bundle different organizations with heterogeneous cyber-risk postures into
pools in a manner such that only few organizations in the worst case will suffer a cyber-loss at
similar times (see Section 2 for more details). This is popularly termed as cyber-risk diversification
in the RCRM industry and has become an extremely difficult task to execute for cyber-insurers—
especially in an ICS-networked societal setting. The reason for this difficulty is three-fold—namely,
the presence of (a) time-space cyber-risk correlations (e.g., zero-day vulnerability in a widely popu-
lar OS) [48, 61], (b) imperfect knowledge of organizational security postures/hygiene in the absence
of strong cyber-threat information disclosure regulations, and (c) large IT/ICS service supply-chain
networks inducing high and uncertain amounts of network security externalities that are costly to
internalize for RCRM solution providers, given information and geographical policy constraints
[11]. Here, the term “externalities” denote the indirect negative QoS impact (to be covered by a
cyber-insurer) on CPS-reliant ICS organizations in a supply chain (each of which are insured by
a cyber-insurer) due to a security breach (caused by weak cyber-postures) on some organizations
in that supply chain. This has often resulted in price-QoS-profit mismatches between the supply
and demand sides of the RCRM business—leading to a market for lemons, where cyber-insurance
market premiums are too high for organizations with a good cyber-posture, and quite low for
those with a modest/poor cyber-posture. A thing to observe is that the huge supply-demand gap
is steadily decreasing by the year, despite the presence of a lemons RCRM market (thanks to C-
suite risk aversion for negative press coverage post cyber-breach events). However, the rate is not
fast enough to keep pace with the increase in the annual cyber-loss market. On a broader note, the
above description motivates us to formalize the degree of difficulty of the cyber-risk diversification
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task in ICS societies that is the root cause of the huge supply-demand gap in cyber (re-)insurance
markets.
Goal - The primary goal of this research is to study, quantify, and mitigate the extent of computa-
tional difficulty of RCRM agencies to effectively diversify CPS-reliant organizations under infor-

mation asymmetry (IA) environments. A proven degree of computational difficulty will act as
an official confirmation of the scale of practical challenges (and its subsequent mitigation) that will
be faced by RCRM agencies to effectively diversify organizations in CPS societies. In other words,
if it is computationally intractable to (a) elicit all possible ways in which a CPS-driven system can
be breached and (b) subsequently quantify the resulting cyber-loss impact, then it is impossible
for humans to estimate cyber-risk in such systems accurately enough. Here, a “system” is any
micro (local)- or macro (societal)-level network carved out of CPS-driven ICSs. This will result
in profit-minded, risk-averse, and ambiguity-averse RCRMs (e.g., cyber (re-)insurers) constricting
the supply of client-attractive CRM contracts, due to their inability to estimate system cyber-risk
accurately. This research will subsequently provide a theoretically verified platform for RCRM so-
lution providers to appropriately under-write cyber-loss coverage contracts for inter-dependent
CPS-reliant organizations in ICS-networked societies, and contribute to improved RCRM market
density. More specifically, the goal of the proposed theory platform will be to execute the diversi-
fication difficulty mitigation task in an approximably optimal fashion—at the same time achieving
the mitigation in computationally tractably. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to formally
characterize the degree of difficulty (in addition to its mitigation) of the cyber-risk diversification pro-
cess for RCRM agencies.

1.3 Research Contributions

We make the following research contributions in the article:

• We provide a formal intuition on why the cyber-risk diversification task is computation-
ally hard in general—a unique feature to cyber-settings, when compared to traditional risk
settings. The killer relevance of this feature lies in diversifying cyber-risks in ICSs and the
interdependent networked societies induced by them. This, due to the myriads of poten-
tial cyber-vulnerabilities that open up in ICS systems along with high degrees of associated
cyber-vulnerability information asymmetry. In the process, we also explain how the cyber-
risk diversification task is different from risk diversification in traditional non-RCRM set-
tings (see Section 2). As a necessary background for the general reader of RCRM, we start
Section 2 with a brief background of useful terminologies.
• We model the problem of finding an optimal cyber-risk diversified portfolio of RCRM

contracts between the supply and demand sides of a market in the presence of cyber-
vulnerability IA as a graph-theoretic exercise. We subsequently prove the problem to be
NP-hard through its reduction from the densest k-subgraph problem in theoretical computer
science (see Section 3). In practice, this implies that the necessary pre-requisite task (dense
subgraph detection) for an RCRM solution provider to be part of a commercially profitable
CRM business for CPS-driven ICS societies is computationally intractable. To take this
point forward, let alone humans, even computers cannot tractably estimate ICS-induced
cyber-risks and their impact under IA. This contribution justifies (from the viewpoint of
computer science) the current dilemma in the cyber-insurance industry whereby despite its
high market demand from organizations in ICS societies, the supply is severely constrained
due to IA. This inability of risk managers to estimate ICS cyber-risk accurately enough
incurs high opportunity and capital costs for the cyber (re-)insurance companies and
does not fulfill the theoretical promise of significant leaps in (ICS) cyber-security (via
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cyber-insurance) improvement either. Our contribution in this section has already appeared
in a conference version [56] and is re-presented in this article for the purpose of continuity.
• We extend our contribution in Reference [56] to propose the design of a provably optimal

quasi-random (in a sense approximately random) cyber-risk diversification environment.
This environment alleviates the negative impact of the IA problem between the supply and
demand sides of an RCRM market in polynomial time. More specifically, the environment is
constructed with bipartite expander graphs having no dense sub-graphs, unlike in Section 3.
Hence, the computationally intractable dense subgraph checking procedure is eliminated
(see Section 4). Our proposed construction reflects the notion of a computational policy
that we recommend for implementation by regulators (and indeed doable via simple rule
adds-ons to the status quo). In doing so, the regulators will contribute to densifying (via
computationally enabling diversification portfolio optimization) the market presence of
cyber-risk diversifying RCRM solution providers (e.g., cyber-insurers) and significantly
improve cyber-security.

1.4 Impact of Our Proposed Research on Cyber-security

In the first place, the outcome of our research directly influences the formation of significantly
dense(r) RCRM markets in the presence of cyber-vulnerability IA. In a commercial sense, risk-
diversified and denser RCRM markets serving ICS societies will add more capital to the tradi-
tional cyber-insurance markets serving the same. As a result, more cyber-insurance companies
will be in business having the confidence that in the event of large-enough cyber-risks to cover
for, they can rely on cyber re-insurers. In the presence of mitigated IA and loss-averse company
C-suites, increasingly more C-suites would embrace in cyber-insurance products. So, how does
this help cyber-security on a technical note? Our proposed IA-resistant market densifying approach
will subsequently promote stronger cyber-security in an ICS society due to existing results in
[3, 8, 12, 41, 47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 62, 78] that showcase cyber-insurance improving cyber-security in
principle. These results are conditioned on the fact that cyber-insurance is made compulsory—
though there will be “proportional” improvement if a high proportion (if not all) of companies
invest in cyber-insurance. In practice, the technical improvement in cyber-security is obtained
through insured C-suites taking cyber-security more seriously and investing in additional bud-
get to technically and behaviorally protect ICS resources. Examples of such C-suite-driven action
items include (a) strengthening the IT/OT security gap, (b) bettering the use of password man-
agers for OT and IT devices, (c) following NIST/MITRE suggestions to improve ICS cyber-posture,
(d) training employees to follow “best” networking/security practices while working inside and
outside companies, and (e) heavily investing in antivirus and sophisticated firewalls in IT net-
works. Based on cyber-insurance contract requirements, not investing in such action items will
cost the profit-minded C-suite to pay increased premiums. In addition to the social impact of our
research, the efforts in this article settle the computational complexity of the general category
of cyber-risk diversification problems pertaining to residual cyber-risk management (RCRM)

for inter-dependent societal CPS networks that involve robust (accurate) cyber-posture character-
ization. To the best of knowledge, we are the first to characterize the complexity class of cyber-risk
diversification.

2 BACKGROUND AND INTUITION ON CYBER-RISK DIVERSIFICATION HARDNESS

In this section, we first provide a background for the general reader on economic terminologies
related to risk management, along with ways CPS-driven ICSs can be breached. We then provide a
formal intuition on why the cyber-risk diversification problem is difficult, even for a computer. We
illustrate our intuition, w.l.o.g., through the example of a cyber re-insurance RCRM product setting.
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We do this for two reasons: (a) re-insurance products have been the de facto choice in the risk-
management industry to manage major (catastrophic) risks—increasingly frequent (catastrophic)
cyber-risks (e.g., ransomware, aggregate risks) in the IoT age being an apt application scenario, and
(b) according to popular insurance giant SwissRe, nearly 40% (as of 2019) of global cyber-insurance
premiums flow to cyber re-insurers.

2.1 A Basic Background on Cyber-risk Management Terminologies

In this section, we propose basic definitions (for the general reader) of the most import terms
related to cyber-risk management.
Cyber-insurance - It is a residual cyber-risk-management tool through which a client (e.g., ICS
organizations such as the power grid, water plant) hands over residual cyber-risk to a third-party
cyber-risk management agency post a cyber-breach incident (e.g., a zero-day driven ransomware
attack). Here, residual cyber-risk is that portion of the post-incident cyber-risk that the client
cannot manage through traditional risk-management tools such as vendor products (e.g., anti-
virus, firewalls) and self-insurance (keeping aside a monetary organizational budget for post cyber-
breach incident response). A popular example of a company selling cyber-insurance products is
Zurich. In practice, corporate organizations (ICS or otherwise) buy insurance from multiple insur-
ance agencies (e.g., Colonial Pipeline buys cyber-insurance from Lloyd’s of London and Beazley).
Cyber-insurance Contract - A cyber-insurance contract (denoted IC in this article—see later)
is a cyber-risk management deal signed off between a client and its insurer. The deal fixes the
insurance premium and coverage deductible amount (atop the full coverage) for a pre-specified
amount of time, along with the conditions under which the contract is applicable. As an example,
a popular condition that most insurers around the globe work with is that they would not provide
loss coverage in the event of a natural (cyber) catastrophe. Most insurance contracts adhere to the
standard Law of Large Numbers and the Central Limit Theorem in statistics while designing suitable
conditions under which to provide client coverage post loss incidents.
Cyber Re-insurance - It is a residual cyber-risk-management tool (denoted RCC in this article—
see later) for cyber-insurers. Similar to cyber-insurance, clients pay premiums to a re-insurance
company in return for a certain amount coverage drafted in a contract—except that the clients
paying premiums to re-insurers are insurance companies themselves. The reason cyber-insurance
companies resort to re-insurance firms is to handle large aggregate (first and third party) time and
space correlated cyber-risk. An example of such scale of cyber-risk might arise when a zero-day at-
tack affects the root of an IT/IoT-driven supply-chain industry. The cyber-attack first disrupts the
business continuity of the root organization (resulting in the organization’s first-party losses), and
subsequently (and often simultaneously) disrupts business continuity in the supply-chain network
(resulting in the organization’s third-party losses). The insurance company of the root organization
is then considered liable to cover aggregate losses in the entire supply chain. It is in such situa-
tions cyber-insurers resort to cyber re-insurers. A popular example of a company selling cyber
re-insurance products is Munich Re.
Cyber-risk Diversification - It is a process via which cyber (re-)insurers prepare a portfolio
of cyber-risk sources (clients) to provide coverage for, such that at any given time only a few
sources get activated through cyber-incidents. The process is also termed as risk aggregation, and
its optimized version is also termed as portfolio optimization. Ideally, risk diversification relies on
the independence of cyber-risks so the likelihood of multiple cyber-risk sources getting activated
is minimized.
Information Asymmetry - The phenomenon of information asymmetry is the central challenge
in insurance economics since time immemorial. Simply put, it denoted the non-transparency,
i.e., asymmetry, of risk information between the client and its insurance provider. Information
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asymmetry usually comprises two sub-challenges: adverse selection and moral hazard. The adverse
selection problem arises when the insurance company does not have perfect knowledge of the
risk category (e.g., high/low) of its client. Without a good degree of such knowledge, it is difficult
for a profit-minded insurer to design contracts appropriate for each category. Risk-mismatched
contracts are termed as lemons in the insurance jargon. The problem is exacerbated in the case
of cyber-insurance where an absence of strong cyber-vulnerability disclosure regulations makes
contract underwriting quite challenging in environments of interdependent and correlated
cyber-risk. The moral hazard problem arises when clients behave recklessly post getting insured.
How Can CPS-Driven ICSs Be Breached? - A CPS-driven ICS can be breached at four levels
of the system: the perimeter, the network, the workstation, and at the OT devices. At the perime-
ter level, the following un-recommended actions can result in ICS cyber-breaches: (a) not limiting
access to an OT network, (b) not placing OT and IT systems behind firewalls and other security pro-
tection applications, (c) overly exposing OT devices to the Internet, and (d) sparse ICS monitoring
for events indicating attempted unauthorized access. At the network level, these actions include (a)
not implementing secure access controls, (b) not disabling unused/unneeded communication ports
and protocols, (c) not using secure methods for remote access, and (d) not setting up effective IDSs,
IPSs, and usage logs to detect cyber-compromises at early stages. Similarly, at the workstation level,
the actions include (a) not implementing strong password setup and multi-factor authentication
mechanisms, (b) not setting up blacklists and whitelists to deny or allow access to communicating
entities, and (c) not encouraging and/or inculcating organizational employees to embrace secure
workstation habits. Finally, at the device level, the following unwanted actions can result in device
cyber-breaches: (a) not installing physical controls to help prevent unauthorized device access and
(b) not tracking correct operating modes (e.g., PLCs should run in RUN mode) of OT/IoT devices.
It is obvious that for all these aforementioned levels, there are innumerable number of ways to
execute each action type. An extensive (but not limited to) family of cyber-vulnerabilities appli-
cable to CPS-driven ICS settings can be found in References [1, 5, 18, 35, 43, 64, 68]. Likewise,
estimates of organizational cyber-breach impacts due to such cyber-vulnerabilties can be found
using IT-centric methodologies as proposed in (but not limited to) References [9, 40, 63, 65, 70, 72].

2.2 The Benefits of Cyber-risk Diversification

The Setting - Consider a single cyber-insurer (an example of A RCRM solution provider) in the
CPS age, bearing the responsibility of providing cyber-loss coverage to multiple CPS-reliant organi-
zations and interested in buying a cyber re-insurance policy to cover for catastrophic cyber-events.
It wants to cover for aggregate cyber-risks arising from N individual contracts (ICs) (a cyber-
insurance contract), each sold to organizational clients, via a certain number (say, M) of cyber
re-insurance policies. Each of the M policies have in their diversification portfolio, a (overlapping)
subset of the N risk sources.

Assume each IC carries with it a “fairness” quotient (FQ) that is w.l.o.g. binary, and is either 0
or 1 with probability 1

2 independently of all others. More specifically, we assign the FQ to be 0 for
an individual contract if the cyber-insurer significantly (based on pre-set insurer thresholds that is
usually different across insurers) under or over estimates client cyber-risk during organizational
security audit processes (thereby falling under the adverse selection trap), and 1 otherwise.1 To this
end, adverse selection in cyber-settings can be of two types: one where a cyber-insurer is not aware
of its organization clients’ risk types; and one where it is under the influence of moral hazard

(MH) by its client with the latter being purposefully “careless” about cyber-hygiene. The first type

1An individual contract may or may not have deductibles associated with it, but we consider EFQs oblivious of the contract

type.
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of adverse selection problem is usually an outcome of non-stringent regulations around the globe
regarding the necessity of organizations sharing of cyber-threat information. The popular moral
hazard problem is usually an outcome of organizational C-Suites not investing enough in CPS/IoT
security, with or without them resorting to commercial RCRM services.

In other words, an IC has an FQ of 0 if the premiums associated with that contract are not “fair
enough” (outcome of the adverse selection effect) from mathematically exact fair premiums that are
virtually impossible to derive in practice. Thus, expected fairness for the entire contract bundle is
N
2 . Now suppose that this insurer ex-post over time gathers some “inside” information that an n-

sized subset S of the contracts, with probability 1, are MH-driven lemon contracts where the policy
holders (CPS-reliant organizations), due to loose regulations on cyber-information disclosure, are
purposely taking advantage of the inevitable adverse selection phenomenon and are paying for an
under-priced contract. In this case the value of the expected fairness of the entire contract bundle
will be N−n

2 with a lemon cost of n
2 incurred by the insurer.

Diversification Reduces Lemon Cost in Principle - In the event of time-correlated cyber-risks,
a cyber-insurer might be burdened with a large aggregated cyber-risk post a cyber-breach event.
This amount might be beyond the coverage capacity of the cyber-insurer for large client size N .
In principle, the cyber-insurance company, to hedge their risk for large N (a specific characteristic
in the CPS age), can buy insurance derivatives with a cyber re-insurer to significantly amelio-
rate the lemon cost [34]. In simple terms, a cyber-insurer will club multiple diverse ICs together
into a bundled package and pay for a re-insurance contract (termed as the “derivative” in this
case) from another third-party—with the hope that in worst case (catastrophic) scenarios only a
“small-enough” number of ICs will demand an aggregate cyber-loss coverage (greater than what
individual insurers can cover) at any given time post cyber-breach incidents. Here, a large N is
often the reality, as a cyber-insurer could be insuring hundreds of CPS-reliant organizations, if not
thousands, in an inter-dependent service network.

In particular, consider the setting where the insurer wants to buy M new re-insurance claim

contracts (RCCs) from the re-insurer (each akin to a “derivative” in finance jargon [34]), each
of them depending on the performance of D bundled underlying individual contracts (ICs),
where some of these contracts may overlap in the portfolio of multiple RCCs (synonymous with
claim contracts henceforth). D is the number of “diverse” ICs that a cyber-insurer bundles in a single
portfolio, i.e., RCC, before presenting it to a cyber re-insurer.

A good performance indicates the re-insurer covering less aggregate risk arising from D at any
given time instant. It is usual in practice to have M ·D much greater than N to ensure that each IC is
packaged in multiple insurance-derivative claim contracts. Assume each of theM contracts generate
an expected fairness quotient (EFQ) N

3M
to the cyber-insurer as long as the number of ICs that

are lemons in an RCC is at most D
2 +t
√
D for some parameter t = O (

√
logD), and otherwise results

in an EFQ of zero. The following result follows:

Proposition 1. In the best case, if there are no lemon ICs in a single cyber-insurer packaged RCC,

then the combined EFQ of M claim contracts, i.e., RCCs, is very close to N
3 (ideally, EFQ equals N ).

One can rationalize this result using the central limit theorem (CLT) that if the pooling is done
randomly (each contract depends on D random ICs), then even if there are n lemon ICs, the value
is still N

3 − o(n), no matter where these lemon ICs are. More specifically, according to the CLT,
the total number of lemon ICs may be assumed to be distributed like a Gaussian. Thus, so long as
the fraction of lemon classes is much smaller than the safety margin of t standard deviations, the
probability for a single claim contract containing many ICs to generate a significantly low EFQ
is tiny. Thus, we clearly see that insurance derivatives do indeed help significantly to reduce the
lemon cost from O (n) to o(n).
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Fig. 2. A representation of example service dependencies in an inter-dependent CPS-reliant service network.

Note that each service sector represents multiple CPS-reliant organizational instances, and the security

guarantees for each dependency functionality for each organizational instance is a function of multiple hard-

ware/software/behavioral factors characterized over an underlying physical/logical communication network.

Low Lemon Costs Imply Better Cyber-security - Lower lemon costs imply reduced impact
of adverse selection on a cyber re-insurer. This effect inductively trickles down to cyber-insurers
while selling individual ICs to end-users, which eventually leads to security-improving ICs circu-
lating in a dense end-user market as proven through multiple studies [41, 45, 50, 52, 53, 66].

2.3 Why Is Reducing Lemon Cost Difficult in Inter-dependent CPS Societies?

It must be noted upfront that the risk diversification environment in traditional non-cyber settings is
very different than that in cyber-settings. For the latter, in the absence of (a) strong cyber-threat
information disclosure regulations circulating around the globe and (b) proper standards on the
default security settings preset in manufactured IoT devices used in CPS systems, it is virtually
impossible for cyber-insurers (let alone cyber re-insurers) designing ICs to get a clear enough pic-
ture of the cyber-posture of all their client organizations. This picture is far clearer in traditional
non-cyber environments. Here, information disclosure challenges and its impact include every-
thing “under the sun,” including information on (a) insider attacks and (b) voluntary careless atti-
tude towards cyber-security driven by moral hazard. Add to this the added networked-complexity
where a cyber-insurer can be an insurer for thousands of organizations (small, medium, big)
inter-dependent on each others’ (software-run) services. As an example, we can easily infer from
Figure 2 that multiple sectors in an inter-dependent CPS-reliant service network might have a large
number of organizational instances (e.g., water, telecom), and each instance will further be em-
bedded in an underlying service network with intricate service dependencies. Furthermore, each
dependency might involve a suite of software communications over a physical/logical commu-
nication network—their security dependent on a large number of hardware/software/behavioral
cyber-posture variables. Therefore, it is practically infeasible for cyber-insurance firms to have ac-
curate cyber-posture information even for all its clients embedded in an inter-dependent service
network.
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Even in the usual case, when cyber-insurance firms (but not the re-insurance firms) might have
“inside” information (through properly screened audits) and/or robust estimates of cyber-postures
of multiple of its (potentially large number of) clients, the cyber-insurance firm has no incentive
to do the pooling activity (see Section 2.1) completely randomly, because it knows S—the observed
set of lemon ICs. A randomly pooled RCC takes away the power from these insurers to pack in
more lemon ICs into the RCC at its disadvantage. Simple calculations suggest that the optimal
strategy for a (adversarial) cyber-insurer is to pick some m of the RCCs and make sure that the

lemon ICs are over-represented in them—to an extent about the scale of
√
D that is just enough

to skew the probability that the claim contracts will in total not result in a zero EFQ for the
re-insurer. This is rationalized by the fact that, since ICs contained in the same RCC come from
different organizations, the yields of non-lemon ICs are uniformly i.i.d., so the expected number of
zero-valued FQs among D non-lemon ICs is D

2 with variance D. The following result characterizes
the lemon cost incurred for a re-insurer post verifying the over-representation of lemon ICs
in RCCs.

Proposition 2. The lemon cost incurred by a perfectly rational, i.e., computationally unbounded
(ideal), cyber re-insurer post verifying the over-representation of lemon ICs in RCCs is at most o(n)
(indicating a low lemon cost), whereas a boundedly rational (practically realistic) re-insurer verifying
the same incurs a lemon cost lower bounded by O (n) (indicating a high lemon cost).

As a justification of this result, a fully rational cyber re-insurer, i.e., the “buyer” (seller) of claim
requests (contracts) from the cyber-insurer, can enumerate over all possible n-sized subsets of
[N ] to verify (as part of its cyber-risk diversification task towards re-insuring ICs) that none of
the lemon ICs are over-represented by an adversary,2 thereby upper bounding a lemon cost of
o(n). An optimal reduction of this lemon cost is equivalent to the optimal cyber-risk

diversification problem and is achieved in the setting of a completely random pooling of ICs.
However, in real-life, the cyber re-insurer is computationally bounded, and hence this enumeration is
infeasible for large-sized [N ], as in IoT societies. Put in another way, the cyber-insurer can “plant”
a set S of over-represented lemon ICs in claim contracts in a way such that the resulting pooling
will be computationally indistinguishable from a random pooling. Consequently, the lemon cost
for such cyber re-insurers can be much larger than O (n) in the worst case—thereby nullifying
the vision that introducing insurance derivatives in cyber-settings will mitigate the lemon cost. In
practice, contrary to logic, they will instead amplify it.

2.4 Will Tranching Alleviate Computational Barriers?

In seminal papers, DeMarzo [20] and DeMarzo and Duffie [19] introduced the concept of tranching
(forming risk layers based on the degree of risk) for non-cyber risk diversification environments
that takes advantage of signalling in economic theory, and for our setting, promises to mitigate
(moral hazard-driven) IA between a cyber re-insurance buyer and its seller. More specifically, De-
Marzo and DeMarzo et al. show (when adapted to our setting) that it is optimal for the cyber-
insurer to first bundle ICs and then tranche them in a single claim contract. The cyber-insurer
can offer the re-insurer the less riskier senior tranche to provide coverage for, and can retain the
comparatively more risky junior tranche. The proportion sold versus retained acts as a signalling3

mechanism to the re-insurer on the quality of ICs to be re-insured; leads to better re-insurance
pricing of ICs; and the lemon costs significantly diminish for the re-insurer.

2The adversary takes various forms, depending on the type of RCRM contract. It is usually a cyber-insurer for re-insurance

type contracts and mother nature for traditional cyber-insurance contracts.
3The cyber-insurer knows the identity of lemons, but re-insurance sellers only know the prior distribution of lemon ICs.
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However, there is a catch—in our CPS society setting, the cyber-insurer is offering M (likely large)
RCCs instead of a single one. In contrast, the setting in References [20] and [19] assume that all ICs
are packed into one RCC with multiple tranches. DeMarzo’s analysis has no obvious extension to
the multiple RCC case, because the potentially renewed signalling mechanism is far more complex
(because N is too large in CPS societies to fit in one RCC) than in the case of a single claim contract,
where all ICs have to be bundled into a single pool. In other words, DeMarzo’s lemon cost amelio-
ration theory is computationally feasible to be adopted by a boundedly rational cyber re-insurer
only if M = 1. When M > 1, for a perfectly rational re-insurer capable of exponential time computa-
tions, lemon costs do get ameliorated by M RCCs. Precisely, the best option for the cyber-insurer
(adversarial or otherwise) in this case is to randomly distribute ICs into M equal sized pools and
define the less riskier senior tranche identically in all of them. In doing so, a cyber-insurer’s signal
to the re-insurance policy seller consists of the partition of ICs into pools and the threshold that
defines the senior tranche. Although, for a perfectly rational re-insurer, this signal turns out to con-
tain enough information to design profitable re-insurance contracts to manage aggregate cyber-risk,
it is computationally intractable for a practical boundedly rational cyber re-insurer to decipher this
signal in general for M > 1.

3 FORMAL ANALYSIS OF CYBER-RISK DIVERSIFICATION HARDNESS

In Section 2, we stated the difference between traditional risk diversification and cyber-risk di-
versification and the subsequent unique challenges (see Section 2.2) networked CPS-driven ICS
societies bring to the latter task. Following the setting in Section 2, we formally verify in this
section our intuition that deploying optimal cyber-risk diversifying re-insurance claim contracts
(those mitigating the effect of IA between the insurer and the insured) in large-scale cyber-settings
such as ICS societies will be computationally costly for a cyber re-insurer. In other words, we prove
that the lemon cost for a cyber re-insurer to underwrite optimal re-insurance contracts in CPS so-
cieties will be amplified, even in the presence of derivative-centric signaling mechanisms proposed
by DeMarzo et al., which have been practically successful in reducing the negative impact of IA in
non-traditional non-cyber insurance settings (see Section 2.3). This section has previously appeared
in Reference [56]. We reproduce for the sake of continuity, much of the section in Reference [56] to
connect with our contribution (novel to the extended version of our own work in Reference [56]) in
Section 4.

3.1 Proving the NP-hard Nature of Cyber-risk Diversification

We first describe the densest k-sub-graph problem popular in theoretical computer science and
state its computational hardness. We then showcase how the optimal cyber-risk diversification
application task en route to re-insurance policy formation, and in the presence of IA, is equivalent
to finding a k-densest subgraph in a graph.

Simply put, we will argue that detecting the presence/absence of a dense subgraph is necessary
for a cyber re-insurer to profitably cover diversified cyber-risk portfolios of ICs (put forward by
cyber-insurers) in CPS-driven ICS societies. We start with a mathematical formulation of the lemon
cost.
Formulating Lemon Cost - Consider a cyber-insurer claim contract (akin an insurance deriva-
tive) with performance metric FQ defined on N individual contract (IC) inputs. Given the input
distribution X over {0, 1}N , and n ≤ N , we denote the lemon cost of FQ comprising n lemon ICs
as Δ(n) = ΔF Q,X (n) and define it as

Δ(n) = E[FQ (X )] − min
S ⊆[N ], |S |=n

E[FQ (X ) |Xi = 0; ∀i ∈ S],
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Fig. 3. Illustrating an example (M,N ,D) bipartite graph for the Densest Subgraph Problem. Here, each indi-

vidual IC is a contract between a CPS-reliant organization and its cyber-insurer. Each RCC is a contract of

D bundled ICs between a cyber-insurer and its re-insurer. The latter aims to detect a n-dense subgraph of n
< N lemon ICs.

where the min operator takes into account all possible ways in which the cyber-insurer could
“position” the lemon ICs among the N total ICs while designing its RCC. This lemon cost captures
the market inefficiency introduced by lemon ICs.
The Densest Subgraph Problem - Consider an (M,N ,D) bipartite graph with M vertices on
the “top” side representing claim contracts by the cyber-insurer and N vertices on the “bottom”
side representing the ICs owned by the cyber-insurer (see Figure 3). To illustrate Figure 3 more
clearly, each cyber-insurance contract, i.e., IC, represented by the bottom nodes of the bipartite
graph is written by a cyber-insurer. In a similar fashion each cyber re-insurance contract, i.e.,
RCC, represented by the top nodes of the bipartite graph is written by a re-insurer. Each RCC can
package multiple IC contracts into a single RCC, and each IC can be part of several RCCs. Let each
RCC have an outdegree of D indicating the number of ICs that are packaged with a claim contract.
We say that such an (M,N ,D) graphG contains an (m,n,d ) subgraph H , if one can identifym top
vertices, i.e., claim contracts, and n bottom vertices, i.e., ICs, of G with the vertices of H in a way
that all of the edges of H will be present in G.

Now fix the parameters in the tuple (M,N ,D,m,n,d ). The densest subgraph decision problem
[38] for these parameters is to distinguish between the two distributions R and P on (M,N ,D)
graphs, where (a) R results from choosing for every claim contract, i.e., a single RCC (top vertex),
D random individual contract neighbors on the bottom, (b) P results by first choosing S ⊂ [N ] and
T ⊆ [M] such that |S | = n, |T | = m, and then choosing D random IC neighbors for every vertex
outside of T , and D − d random neighbors for every vertex in T , and a choice of an additional d
random neighbors in S for every vertex in T .
NP-hardness of the Densest Subgraph Problem - The computational intractability, i.e., NP-
hardness, of the densest k-subgraph (k = n in this case) problem was proved (via reduction from
k-CLIQUE [69]) in References [4, 7, 22], where it is formally stated that given (M,N ,D,m,n,d )

such that N = o(MD) and ( md2

n
)2 = o( MD2

N
), there is no (a) ϵ > 0 and (b) a poly-time algorithm

that distinguishes between R and P with advantage ϵ . To provide additional relevant details on
the NP-hard densest k-subgraph (DkS) problem, the DkS problem is known to be NP-hard for
graphs whose maximum degree is equal to three [23]. The DkS problem (also know as the heaviest
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unweighted subgraph problem [39], k-cluster problem [15], or the k-cardinality subgraph problem
[13]) is NP-hard even for very restricted classes of graphs, such as bipartite and chordal graphs
[15] or planar graphs [36]. However, it is trivial (not NP-complete) on trees. The DkS problem is
also poly-time solvable on graphs whose maximum degree is equal to two, as well as on cographs,
split graphs, and k-trees [15]. In other words, even if a graph is bipartite, as long as the maximum
degree of this graph is greater than two, the DkS problem is NP-hard.

We will now argue that the setting—incorporating a non-adversarial cyber-insurer who is
“blinded” by IA on accurate-enough cyber-posture information of all its clients—cannot result in
dense subgraphs. This setting takes away the power from the cyber-insurer to disproportionately
pack in lemons in an RCC, paving the platform for profitable aggregate cyber-risk management
services such as cyber re-insurance. However, the latter setting is quite unrealistic in practice
and usually cyber-insurers have accurate-enough cyber-posture information on certain fraction
of clients. This setting does result in dense subgraphs and provides the cyber-insurers with the
power to disproportionately and adversely pack in lemons in an RCC, to the disadvantage of a cy-
ber re-insurer. Thus, the latter wants to necessarily detect the presence/absence of such subgraphs.
Non-adversarial Insurer Implies No Dense Subgraphs - Consider N ICs that are distributed
i.i.d. each of which has a probability 1/2 bearing an FQ of zero and probability 1/2 of bearing an FQ
of 1. The fact that each IC is either a lemon or non-lemon with equal probability is not considered
inside information to be used for adversarial gains. It is usual in practice for cyber-insurers to
assume that some ICs will be lemons in view of traditional IA issues between itself and its clients.
In our setting the cyber-insurer requests M claim contracts (akin to insurance derivatives) from
a cyber re-insurer, where the expected FQ of each claim contract is based on the D ICs forming
the portfolio of the contract. Assume a threshold value b < B

2 , such that each claim contract has

EFQ of 0 if more than D+b
2 of the ICs contained in it are lemons, and an EFQ value of V = D−b

2D
N
M

,
otherwise. Clearly, the (M,N ,D) bipartite graph in this setting does not have dense k-subgraphs, due
to the fact that each IC is a lemon or otherwise independently, with probability 1

2 . This is similar
to a binary valuation setting and represents claim contracts of the simplest type. The case for the
non-binary setting is more granular (e.g., more lemon varieties) but equivalent, given assumptions.
Given each claim contract depends on D independent ICs, the number of lemon ICs for each RCC
closely follows a Gaussian distribution as D gets larger.
Adversary Insurer Implies Existence of Dense Subgraphs - In the case when the cyber-insurer
has inside information with probability 1 that there are n lemon ICs, an adversarial cyber-insurer
can carefully design the (M,N ,D) graph to increase its return from an RCC policy. Note that
though each RCC packages D ICs for its re-insurance portfolio, to substantially increase its return

on the claim, it suffices for the “adversarial” cyber-insurer to fix about σ 

√
D of the underlying

ICs. More precisely, if t of the ICs contained in an RCC are lemons, then the expected number of

lemon ICs in the RCC is D + t , while the standard deviation becomes
√

D
2 . Thus, the probability

of this claim contract resulting in an EFQ of 0 is Φ(t−b )
2σ

, which starts getting larger as t increases.
This further implies that the difference in return between an IC pool of zero lemons versus that of

t lemons is about V · Φ(t−b )
2σ

. This gives rise to the following important result:

Theorem 3. The optimal cyber-risk diversification problem in RCRM for CPS societies under in-
formation asymmetry is NP-hard. In other words, it is computationally infeasible (let alone humanly
infeasible) for a boundedly rational RCRM solution provider such as a re-insurer selling M RCCs to
guarantee that lemon ICs are not over-represented by cyber-insurers in each RCC.

Proof. Say the cyber-insurer allocates ti of the lemon ICs to the ith RCC. Given that each of n
lemon ICs are contained in MD

N
claim contracts, we have

∑M
i=1 ti =

nMD
N

, which results in a lemon
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cost of V · ∑M
i=1

Φ(t−b )
2σ

to the cyber re-insurer. The function Φ(t−b )
2σ

being concave for t < b, and
convex otherwise, the optimal strategy for the “adversarial” cyber-insurer will have ti ’s to be either

0 or k ′
√
D, for a small constant k ′. Put in other words, the lemon cost for the cyber re-insurer is

maximized by choosing some m RCCs, letting each of them have at least d = k ′
√
D edges from

the set of lemon ICs. In (M,N ,D) bipartite graph, this property corresponds to an (m, n, d) dense
subgraph—representing a set of insurer-manipulated RCCs and a set of lemon ICs that have more
edges between them than expected. However, since the densest subgraph problem is NP-hard, unless
P = NP, it is intractable for a computer, forget a boundedly rational cyber re-insurer, to decide
whether an (m,n,d ) dense subgraph is embedded in an (M,N ,D) graph. �

Implication to Cyber-risk Management - The theorem implies that diversification-
necessitating optimal cyber-risk management in CPS-driven ICS societies is an NP-hard problem,
i.e., a very difficult proposition in practice. Cyber-insurers might in all likelihood have partially
complete cyber-posture information about its client organizations embedded in an inter-dependent
service network and will use this to their advantage to disproportionately pack in lemon ICs into
a diversified RCC portfolio. The cyber re-insurer gauging this fact will not be keen to sell cover-
age for these RCCs and will result in a sparse (non-dense) RCRM market, as is the status quo in
practice.

3.2 Deriving Lemon Costs for a Boundedly Rational Cyber Re-insurer

Thus far, we have established the NP-hardness of the optimal cyber-risk diversification process for
a worst-case RCC-IC bipartite graph instance. In this section, we first show that there indeed exists a
set of parameters (m,n,d ) for which there is a very small likelihood of a dense subgraph existing in
an (M,N ,D) graph (or to put in other words, a condition under which there does not exist a dense
subgraph). This condition (or its converse) can be verified in poly-time by a boundedly-rational
(in terms of computation) cyber (re-)insurer—the main question is at what cost? That brings us
to the second result on deriving the costs to do such a verification. We now have our first result
stating the condition for the non-existence of a dense subgraph that a cyber insurer can embed in
IC pools—a necessary condition to prevent lemon costs getting amplified for a cyber re-insurer.

Theorem 4. Consider an insured CPS society with a cyber-insurer requestingM re-insurance claim
contract policies (acting as insurance derivatives) from a cyber re-insurer, each of them having D ICs
(between the insurer and its CPS-reliant client) in its portfolio, where these diversifiable D ICs are
sampled over a universe ofN individual contracts (ICs) and are potentially overlapping on multiple
RCCs. With a high probability, there exists no dense subgraph (m,n,d ) in a random (M,N ,D) graph

when n �md, d N
Dn
> (N +M )ϵ for some constant ϵ .

Proof. Let Xi, j be the random variable indicating the existence of an edge between IC
i and claim contract (insurance derivative) j. For simplicity, we assume the Xi, j s are inde-

pendent random variables that with probability D
N

take up a value of 1. In the real-world,
the Xi, j s are negatively associated statistically—as a result, our independence-induced re-
sults in this article will more likely hold true in realistic settings. Based on proof methods
introduced in Reference [6], pick any set A of n ICs and a set B of m claim contracts (a
proxy for insurance derivatives) of size m. The probability there exists at least md edges
between A and B is the probability of X =

∑
i ∈A, j ∈B Xi, j ≥ md . Given the independence

assumption on the Xi, j s and the fact that sum X has expectation μ = mnD
N

, using the

Chernoff bound, we have Pr[X > (1 + δ )μ] ≤ ( eδ

(1+δ )1+δ )μ , where μ = mnD
N
, 1 + δ = md

μ
= d N

Dn
, the

probability is at most Pr[X > (1 + δ )μ] ≤ ( eδ

(1+δ )1+δ )μ ≤ (N + M )−ϵmd . The number of such sets
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is

(
N
n

) (
M
m

)
≤ (N +M )n+m . As a result, via the use of the union bound, the probability that

there exists a pair of sets that has at least md edges between them is at most (N + M )n+m−md ,
which is much smaller than 1 by the assumption that n � md . Thus, a random graph will not
have embedded dense subgraphs, in high likelihood. �

Implication to Cyber-risk Management - The theorem states that there exists a specific set
of parameters m,n,d and an associated relation between them for which the “adversarial” cyber-
insurer cannot embed any dense subgraph in an IC pool. In other words, there is a possibility for a
boundedly rational and diversifying cyber re-insurer to verify in the affirmative that lemon ICs are not
over-represented in any IC pool (thereby mitigating negative effects of IA), but the question is at what
cost? (see Theorem 5). On an orthogonal note, a thing worth mentioning is that in the real-world, the
cyber-insurer tries to put together a diversified portfolio of ICs that are sufficiently independent,
and we capture this fact using a random graph—though, the cyber-insurers, in practice, need not
construct a random graph in the industry. Having established the possibility of the non-existence
of a dense subgraph in a random (M,N ,D) graph, the big question then becomes: how much lemon
cost will a boundedly rational cyber re-insurer accrue to verify the non-existence of a dense subgraph?
We have the following theorem in this regard:

Theorem 5. Consider an insured CPS society with a cyber-insurer requestingM re-insurance claim
contract policies (acting as insurance derivatives) from a cyber re-insurer, each of them having D
ICs (between the insurer and its CPS-reliant client) in its portfolio, where these diversifiable D ICs
are sampled over a universe of N individual contracts (ICs) and are potentially overlapping on

multiple RCCs. When d − b > 3
√
D, for a given derivative threshold b, and n/N � d/D, an (m,n,d )

subgraph will generate an extra lemon cost that is at least (1 − 2p − o(1))mV ≈ n
√
N /M .

Proof. Given a cyber-insurer’s claim contract (insurance derivative) manipulation activity, for
each such contract it manipulates, let Y be the number of lemon ICs. We know that there are d
ICs that come from the set of lemon ICs, each of these d ICs will always have an FQ of 0, and the
expectation of Y is E[Y ] = D+d

2 . The Gaussian approximation holds for large enough D, leading to

Pr[Y ≥ D+b
2 ] = 1 − p. In line with proof insights introduced in Reference [6], for claim contracts

that the cyber-insurer does not manipulate with, we assume the expected number of lemon ICs

is x ,, which then leads x to satisfy m · D+d
2 + (M −m) · x = N+n

2N
· MD

N
. This relation holds true

as both the LHS, and the RHS are quantities reflecting the expected number of lemon ICs. Given

that x ≥ D
2 +

n
2N

md
2M−2m

, the probability that the number of lemon ICs is more than D+b
2 is at least

Φ(−3− md
2(M−m)D ) = p−Φ′(−3) md

2(M−m)D = p−O ( md
2(M−m)D ). The expected count of non-manipulated

claim contracts that gives no return is at least p (M −m) −O ( md
2D

) = p (M −m) − o(m) = pM + (1−
2p)m−o(m). This quantity is (1−2p−o(1)) smaller than the expectation without dense subgraphs.
Hence, the extra lemon cost incurred by the re-insurer is (1 − 2p − o(1))mV . �

Implication to Cyber-risk Management - In the worst adversarial case when (a) M � N �
M
√
D (the number of IC portfolios per RCC are excessively large), (b)m = Θ(n

√
M
N

), in which case

a random (M,N ,D) graph with an embedded (m,n,d ) subgraph remains indistinguishable from

a random graph under the densest subgraph assumption, and (c) b = 2σ
√

log MD
N

, the theorem

implies that a boundedly rational cyber re-insurer will incur a lemon cost of n N
M
= ω (n) to verify

the non-existence of a dense subgraph in a random (M,N ,D) graph, whereas a perfectly ratio-
nal cyber-insurer will only incur a lemon cost of n N

2M
√

D
= o(n). It is evident that the lemon cost

for a boundedly rational cyber-insurer is orders of magnitude higher when compared to a perfectly
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rational one. Note that these orders of magnitude increases are usually in worst-case scenarios.
However, the risk-averse mindset of profit-minded cyber (re-)insurers psychologically weighs on
them, and the worst-case settings get perceived as average case settings. This (perceived) high

cost prevents densification of RCRM businesses in CPS societies.

4 POLICY MITIGATING RISK DIVERSIFICATION HARDNESS IN CPS SOCIETIES

Cyber-risk diversification hardness is dampening to the success and scale of futuristic much-
needed RCRM markets serving CPS societies. In this section, we design a computational policy
that mitigates the diversification hardness in CPS societies encountered in Section 3. We start
with providing an intuition and working rationale of our policy methodology. We then describe
the (graph-theoretic) modeling framework for our policy solution. Finally, we analyze our model
to prove our hardness mitigation claims.

4.1 Intuition Behind Policy Design

The pivotal challenge to effective cyber-risk diversification for a cyber re-insurer in Section 3 was
to verify in a reasonable amount of time the existence of a dense k-subgraph in a bipartite graph
that reflected strategic adversarial placement of lemon ICs by cyber-insurers taking advantage of
information asymmetry (IA). Without undertaking this step, a cyber re-insurer cannot be con-
fident of covering aggregate cyber-losses of a portfolio of cyber-risks in an RCC put forward by a
cyber-insurer. However, this task was proved to be computationally intractable, i.e., NP-hard, for
the former. Ideally, any RCRM team designing a cyber-risk diversification portfolio would want to
deal with a bipartite graph with no dense subgraphs—thereby relieving them of the computation-
ally hard task of finding them. The main solution principle behind our proposed hardness-mitigating
policy is the construction of such a bipartite graph. If such a graph can often be constructed in prac-
tice, then (a) the regulators could mandate cyber-insurance sellers to allocate lemon ICs on such a
graph, decreasing the IA between the sellers and cyber re-insurers, and (b) the increase in seller-
buyer informational transparency will boost the confidence of RCRM solution providers to densify
the security-improving RCRM business.

Fortunately, there exists graph objects such as bipartite expander graphs [33] (in contrast to
traditional bipartite graphs in Section 3) that are both sparse and highly connected, for which
no dense k-subgraphs exist. More specifically, no matter how lemon ICs are placed by a strate-
gic adversarial cyber-insurer on such a graph, the lemon costs are similar to that when the same
cyber-insurer arbitrarily randomly places the lemon ICs on the graph. Our challenge in this sec-
tion is to show through theory that such a graph can be practically realized to promote optimal
cyber-risk diversification portfolio design by RCRM entities such as re-insurers, under information
asymmetry.

4.2 A Framework to Model Policy Solution

As a representative example of an RCRM product, we consider cyber re-insurance for the same rea-
sons as mentioned in Section 3. As usual, we consider two types of ICs handled by cyber-insurers
for their individual organizational clients: good ICs and lemon ICs. We assume that the return on
these ICs (both to the seller and the buyer sides) are dependent on “natural” phenomena occurring
in cyber-space, which are captured through a “global” random variable Z . Z in practice represents
the impact of events such as (a) zero-day attacks exploiting an OS vulnerability affecting organi-
zations buying ICs, (b) DDoS attacks on targeted firms, (c) or simply, a state of cyber-space where
cyber-attacks are non-correlated. For each instance z of the random variable (r.v.) Z , we have two
probability distributions, Dд = Dд (z) and D� = D� (z), for good and lemon ICs, respectively. More
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specifically, conditioned on Z = z, we assume (w.l.o.g.) all ICs are independent,4 with good ICs
chosen according to Dд and lemon ICs chosen according to D� . Moreover, we also assume that
good ICs first-order stochastically dominate lemon ICs, i.e., for any z,a,

PrX∼Dд (z )[X ≥ a] ≥ PrY∼D� (z )[Y ≥ a].

We normalize the returns of ICs, each to take a maximum value of 1, with μ and λ being the expected
values of good and lemon ICs, respectively. First-order stochastic dominance implies μ ≥ λ, with
δ = μ − λ being the bonus expected value of a good IC, over a lemon IC.

Consider the most general case of a tranched re-insurance claim contract (RCC) being a
derivative (in the general financial sense [34]) on an underlying portfolio of individual ICs sold
by cyber-insurers to their clients. For 0 = a0 < a1 < · · · < as (we call them attachment
points), the ith tranche of the RCC is given by the interval [ai−1,ai ]. Usually, there are three “risk-
iness” tranches: low, medium, and high. In practice, the cyber-insurer might cover the riskiest
tranche of ICs (though not necessary for our model), thereby signalling to the re-insurer of its
honesty and goodwill to claim coverage only for good and moderate ICs. Riskier tranches carry
with them higher premiums. Suppose x is the payoff/return to a re-insurer of its underlying di-
versified portfolio of cyber-risks derived from the ICs. The value gained from the ith tranche is
value[ai−1,ai ] (x ) = min (x ,ai ) - min (x ,ai−1). Given IC returns are normalized to 1, for a tranched
RCC that depends on d ICs, the last attachment point is as = d . We denote by (n,m,d ) - RCC fam-
ily as one consisting of a set of m RCCs on n ICs identified with the set [n] = {1, 2, . . . ,n}, where
each RCC depends on d ICs. Similar to that in Section 3, n � md , indicating each IC being in
the portfolio of several RCCs. The cyber-insurer knows that some � ICs are IA-driven lemons and
may identify the lemons with any subset L ⊆ [n] of size �. For L ⊆ [n], let tval[a,b] (L) be the total
expected return to the re-insurer from all [a,b] tranches in the RCC family, from the set L of lemon
ICs. We define tval(L) = (tval[a0,a1] (L), . . . , tval [as−1,aa ] (L)).

A cyber-insurer will try to choose the subset L to minimize tval(L) for the re-insurer. In other
words, it will try to take advantage of information asymmetry to pay lesser premiums than what is
fair for the lemon ICs it wants to re-insure against. Through the following definition, we introduce
the concept of a quasi-random RCC family, for which a cyber-insurer cannot gain significantly by
adversarial placement of lemon ICs, over a random placement. Our goal is to construct such a family.

Definition 1. Given any [a,b] tranche, an (n,m,d )-RCC family is quasi-random for � lemon
ICs for that tranche with (adversarial vs. random IC placement) error ϵ , if for any two subsets
L,L′ ⊆ [n] of size �, |t val[a,b] (L′) − tval[a,b] (L) | ≤ ϵ ·m(b −a).Moreover, the entire (n,m,d )-RCC
family is quasi-random for � lemons with (adversarial vs. random IC placement) error ϵ , if for any
two subsets L,L′ ⊆ [n] sized �

�
�tval (L′) − tval(L)��1 ≤ ϵ ·md .

The maximum possible return on any tranche [a,b] ism(b−a)—the situation when the tranche has
no lemon ICs. Thus, for any RCC family, the error ϵ is at most 1. On a similar note, the maximum
possible return on the entire RCC family is md , with ϵ for the entire family being bounded by
the maximum error on any given tranche, i.e., 1. Note that adverse selection-induced lemon costs
have two components: the unavoidable cost (a result of random lemon IC placement) and the
cost of adversarial information asymmetry-driven lemon IC placement. Definition 1 says that the
normalized cost of adversarial placement of lemon ICs is upper bounded by the quasi-random

4Our analysis also holds for the case when the conditional distribution on ICs is d-wise independent, i.e., any d of them

are independent, as usual when re-insurers design coverage portfolios. (Note that d-wise independence does not imply

mutual independence.)
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Fig. 4. Illustrating an example of bipartite expander graph exhibiting the edge expander and the unique

neighbor properties. The set of vertices on the left denote ICs sold by a cyber-insurer to its client orga-

nizations. The set of vertices on the right denote IC-bundled RCCs put forward by cyber-insurers to its

re-insurers.

error. We now introduce the concept of bipartite expander graphs [33] that will be used to relate
and construct (see Section 4.3) the quasi-random RCC family stated above.

Definition 2. A bipartite graph on [n] ∪ [m], where [n] is the set of ICs, and [m] is the set of
RCCs, is an (�max,γ )-expander graph if for every subset S ⊆ [n] of size at most �max, |Γ(S ) | ≥ γ |S |,
where Γ(S ) = {v | (∃w ∈ S ){v,w } ∈ E ⊆ [n] × [m]} denotes the set of S’s neighbors. Moreover, let
the set Γi (S ⊆ [n]) be that of verticesv ∈ Γ(S ) with |Γ(v )∩S | = i , and Γ1 (S ) being called the unique
neighbors of S . Then, the same bipartite graph on [n]∪ [m] becomes an (�max,γ )-unique-neighbor
expander if for every subset S ⊆ [n] of size at most �max, |Γ1 (S ) | ≥ γ |S |.

Role of Expander Graphs in Cyber-risk Diversification Portfolio - The relevance of using
bipartite expander graphs to RCRM policy-making is two-fold: (i) to ensure ICs from the left vertex
set can be part of multiple cyber-risk diversifying RCCs on the right vertex set (the edge expander
property), and (ii) each IC on the left vertex set is part of only a few RCC risk-diversification
portfolios on the right vertex set (the unique neighbor property) to avoid the existence of dense
subgraphs (see Figure 4). The avoidance of dense subgraphs mitigates IA-driven adverse selection
issues for the benefit of RCRM solution providers.

4.3 Policy Analysis and towards its Computational Construction in Practice

Analysis - Thus far, we have independently described the concept and diversification-centric
benefits of our proposed quasi-random RCC portfolio and the seminal unique-neighbor bipar-

tite expander graph (BEG). What is the relation between the two of them? It turns out that any
(n,m,d ) − RCC family is quasi-random against � lemon ICs for any [a,b] RCC tranche, with error

at most Δ�δ
m (b−a) , where δ = μ−λ is the difference between the expected values of a good and lemon

ICs, respectively, and Δ is a pre-defined constant. This is an outcome of the fact that a conversion
of � good ICs to lemon ICs reduces the re-insurer returns of the entire RCC family by Δ�δ . We

will now prove (based on theory in Reference [79]) that a maximum error of Δ�δ
m (b−a) is achieved by

a RCC family built from a (t ,d)-biregular (�, t − Δ)-unique neighbor BEG, thereby establishing the
above-mentioned relation. Here, a BEG is (t ,d )-biregular if it is t-left-regular and d-right-regular;
with a BEG being t-left(right)-regular if all left(right) vertices have degree t .

Theorem 6. A RCC cyber-risk diversification portfolio built from a (t ,d )-biregular (�, t − Δ)-
unique neighbor expander BEG is quasi-random for � lemon ICs. For such a portfolio, the (adversarial
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vs. random IC placement) RCC tranche [a,b] error is at most Δ�δ
m (b−a) , and for the entire RCC portfolio

the error is upper bounded by 2Δ�δ
md

.

Proof. The proof starts by showing that in a portfolio of d ICs whereд of them are good, val is a
non-decreasing function ofд due to the fact that good ICs first-order stochastically dominate lemon
ICs. Here, val[a,b] (д) = E[value[a,b] (X )], whereX is a random variable denoting the returns (to the
re-insurer) of the portfolio of d ICs. The next part of the proof requires us to show (via algebraic

manipulation (AM)) that for RCC tranche [a,b], and for any L,L′ ⊆ [n], with |L| = |L′ | = �, we

have tval(L′) − tval(L) =
∑d

i=1 (ti (L) − ti (L′)) (val(d ) − val(d − i )). Finally, for individual tranche
analysis, we show (via AM) that for ui ∈ [−β, β], vi ∈ [0,δ], we have (for all i from 1 to d)

|∑d
i=1 uivi | ≤ βδ if

∑d
i=1 ui = 0, and

∑d
i=2 |ui | ≤ β . These three steps ensure that the (adversarial

vs. random IC placement) RCC tranche [a,b] error is at most Δ�δ
m (b−a) . Similarly, for the entire RCC

portfolio analysis, we show that for ui ∈ [−β, β], vi j ∈ [0,δ], we have (for all i from 1 to d)∑s
j=1 |

∑d
i=1 uivi j | ≤ 2βδ if

∑d
i=1 ui = 0, and

∑d
i=2 |ui | ≤ β , and (∀i ) ∑s

j=1vi j ≤ δ . This fourth step
together with the three above ensures that the entire RCC portfolio error is upper bounded by
2Δ�δ
md

. �

Implication to Cyber-risk Management - In the context of cyber-insurance economies, the the-
orem states that designing quasi-random RCC cyber-risk diversification portfolios induced upon
bipartite expander graphs (BEGs) does not incentivize adversarial cyber-insurers to take advan-
tage of information asymmetry and strategically pack lemon ICs in RCCs at the disadvantage of
the cyber re-insurer. The benefit for the former in doing so is minuscule.
BEG Construction - Thus far, we have shown the power of BEG-induced quasi-random cyber-
risk diversification portfolios to alleviate the negative effects of information asymmetry in the
RCRM business for CPS societies. However, an important question that follows is: how can we
engineer/construct such graphs in practice? To this end, we borrow the following seminal result
from References [26, 27, 79] to explicitly construct BEGs with an associated parameter set.

Theorem 7 ([26, 27, 79]). For any α ∈ (0, 1] and positive integers n,m, and t , there is an explicit
construction of an (�max, t − Δ) BEG on [n] ∪ [m] with left degree t for �max = (m/(4t2))α and
Δ = (2t )α (logt n) logt m. Moreover, suppose we are given a do-left-regular (�max,γ ) BEG on [n]∪[m0],
and parameters m, t ,d such that nt = md, t0 < t ≤ m0, and m ≥ m0t/(t − t0). We can efficiently
construct a (t ,d ) -biregular (�max,γ ) BEG on [n] ∪ [m].

Implication to Cyber-risk Management - The theorem computationally realizes an exact para-
metric construction of bipartite expander graphs in theory that directly maps to a quasi-random
RCC of n ICs and m RCC cyber-risk diversification portfolios. This construction can be done by
the cyber re-insurer prior to deciding to opt in or opt out of the aggregate cyber-risk coverage
business in CPS societies. In practice, givenm, t , and d , it is straightforward to extend the paramet-
ric construction to real-world realization pivoted upon probabilistic approaches such as the ones
in References [58, 71] (used in optical and data-center networks, respectively). Such engineering
approaches could generate non-unique BEGs (unless uniqueness property from Definition 2 is sat-
isfied). The regulatory good thing, though, is each BEG will equally contribute to IA mitigation, in
line with Theorem 6.

5 RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide a brief overview of research related to our efforts. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no existing work that formally establishes the tractability/intractability of the
cyber-risk diversification problem, be it in the domain of finance/actuarial sciences or in the area of
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cyber-security—let alone efforts to mitigate intractability challenges. This problem is synonymous
with characterizing the computational hardness of mitigating information asymmetry (IA).
Hence, our efforts in this article are completely new with respect to finding how hard it is to mitigate
IA in the security-improving RCRM business for CPS societies. However, we provide a concise
description of existing research on RCRM.

5.1 Success of Cyber-insurance-type RCRM Markets

Introductory foundational research works on cyber-insurance [32, 41, 47] have mathematically
shown the existence of economically inefficient insurance markets. Intuitively, an efficient mar-
ket is one where all stakeholders (market elements) mutually satisfy their interests. These works
state that cyber-insurance markets satisfy every stakeholder apart from the regulatory agency (e.g.,
government), and sometimes the profit-minded cyber-insurer itself. In Reference [49], the authors
proposed a Coasian bargaining approach among cyber-insured network entities to achieve an ef-
ficient insurance market—however, costless bargaining under which the Coase theorem holds is
idealistic in nature and might not be feasible to implement in practice. Lelarge et al. in Reference
[41] recommended the use of fines and rebates on cyber-insurance contracts to make each user
invest optimally in self-defense and make the network optimally robust. However, their work nei-
ther mathematically proves the effectiveness of premiums and rebates in making network users
invest optimally, nor does it guarantee the strict positiveness of insurer profits at all times. In rel-
ative more recent works [37, 50, 52, 53], the authors overcome the drawbacks of the mentioned
existing works and propose ways to form provably efficient monopolistic cyber-insurance markets
by satisfying market stakeholders, including a risk-averse cyber-insurer, in environments of inter-
dependent risk with partial IA. The authors in References [45, 46, 50] further state the importance
of compulsory insurance for optimizing social welfare for primary cyber-insurance markets.
Differences - In the first place, these works are orthogonal in their goals, when compared to
our effort. Our main focus is to computationally justify the fact that optimal cyber-risk diversifi-
cation task enroute to underwriting of RCRM contracts for CPS societies under IA issues is hard
even for a computer (which directly affects the success of RCRM markets)—let alone profit-minded
human-driven RCRM organizations. In contrast, the above-mentioned works primarily focus on in-
vestigating the market efficiency (or lack of) of (voluntary) cyber-insurance-type RCRM markets
in the presence and (partial) absence of IA, oblivious of the hardness of the cyber-risk diversifi-
cation task, i.e., mitigating IA. Another major difference with the existing works is their way in
concretely modeling IA. While they use economic contract-theoretic constructs to capture adverse
selection, we encapsulate the latter uniquely via graph theory.

5.2 On Re-insurance-type RCRM that Aggregates Cyber-risk

Re-insurance type RCRM product businesses to manage catastrophic cyber-incidents in CPS so-
cieties are in a similar boat as their traditional cyber-insurance counterparts when it comes to
facing the brunt of IA between the supply and the demand sides. More so, because the systemic
nature of cyber and the potential for losses that transcend geography, industry, and class, is leading to
the rapid demand for aggregate cyber-risk coverage on multiple service supply-chain lines of service-
networked businesses in CPS societies. There are quite a few instances in practice where individual
cyber-risks (a candidate cyber-risk distribution on each of these lines) have shown heavy-tailed
impact [21, 42, 74]. There are also studies establishing the dependence among cyber risks. Notable
among them are References [10, 29, 44, 51, 59, 73, 75–77]. In all these statistics, IA has a crucial
role to play in the sense that IA-mitigating policies and subsequent organizational liabilities in
operation could in the first place prevent the cyber-risks becoming heavy-tailed. In a recent set of
works [54, 55, 57], the authors develop formal analysis frameworks to decide the feasibility and
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sustainability of aggregating a set of (correlated) cyber-risks with heterogeneous tail properties
for a cyber-risk aggregating RCRM business. As a new result (and in contrast to previous empir-
ical ones), they formally prove that even i.i.d., heavy-tailed cyber-risks of certain types are not
commercially suitable for aggregation by the RCRM firms—let alone correlated ones.
Differences - Our efforts in this article are orthogonal to the above-mentioned works. We focus
on investigating the hardness of mitigating IA issues in the design of re-insurance-type RCRM
contracts for CPS societies. We address a computational dimension to assess the feasibility of cyber-
risk diversification when compared to a statistical dimension in prior works.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we first discuss about the inherent market density landscape from the supply
and demand sides in the current RCRM (e.g., cyber (re-)insurance) business-serving CPS societies
and associate it with existing inevitable information asymmetry challenges. We comment, where
applicable, on how these challenges might impact cyber-insurance solution markets for service-
networked smart ICS societies. We then realize the NP-hardness flavor of the optimal dense sub-
graph problem by studying simulation trends on the time it takes in practice to compute dense
subgraphs with varying bipartite graph sizes.

6.1 The Current RCRM Market Density Landscape

Companies looking to buy cyber insurance protection today face a fairly volatile environment
shaped by low prices for protection and high levels of risk sustained by insurers. This has led to a
big gap in allocated insurance policy capacity (when compared to the demand) we are unsurpris-
ingly seeing right now. According to a personal communication with Marsh, between 2016 and
2020 cyber insurance for CPS societies fell into a soft market, with broadening coverage and low
prices. Since 2021, post COVID 19 and in the age of work-from-home, the cost of capital for cyber
insurance has risen dramatically, and most insurers and re-insurers have reacted with higher prices,
limited coverage, and stringent control conditions that cyber-insurance policy buyers need to sat-
isfy to get meaningful coverage under environments of increasingly high information asymmetry.
Information asymmetry between the supply and demand sides of the cyber-insurance market that
is fueled by lack of strong vulnerability disclosure regulations is one of the major causes for the
aforementioned big gap in practice and the subsequent recent rise in insurance premiums. But
the underlying problem is not going away: Cyber risks will persist and evolve and will scale up
significantly in CPS-run ICS societies, and companies will need to manage the increasing risk, in-
cluding securing insurance protection. Because of the lack of historical experience as an industry
in addition to existing information asymmetry challenges, there is no easy way to fix the market.
Perhaps strong regulations on cyber-breach information sharing initiatives along with standard-
ized IoT device controls would greatly help the cause in reducing the supply-demand gap in the
near future. In addition, the NP-hardness of basic cyber-risk diversification constructs (as shown
in the article) will not help either in promoting dense markets if information disclosure and the
IoT controls standards (e.g., default security set in IoT devices) are not upgraded.

According to a recent Harvard Business Review article,5 one of the most difficult barriers to
addressing the structural challenges that the cyber insurance sector faces is that insurers have
disproportionately relied on cyber re-insurance. Reinsurance—again, casually thought of as insur-
ance for insurance companies—allows insurers to lay off risk to another capital source. Much as
you turn to your insurer when you have a claim, insurers may look to re-insurers for support—and
in the case of cyber, insurers cede an estimated 50% of the premium they collect to the re-insurance

5https://hbr.org/2021/01/cybersecurity-insurance-has-a-big-problem.
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market. So, they do not retain as much of the risk as one might think. As a result, the concentra-
tion of capital among re-insurers is simply striking. This is only going to increase as the number
and size of CPS smart societies grow around the globe, and along with this the size of aggregated
cyber-risks liable upon any service sector. Four re-insurers in the USA today account for more
than 60% of premium—and that cohort’s concentration could grow as a result of market volatility
in the coming years, as smaller RCRM solution providing players reassess their commitment to
cyber. In fact, more than 75% of the re-insurers writing cyber re-insurance have less than $100
million in premium, and most of them less than $50 million. With the largest re-insurer in the
market likely seeing more than $500 million in premium, it is roughly the same size as the collec-
tion of companies writing less than $100 million, based on known data. The advent and growth of
service-networked smart cities might most likely increase the demand for RCRM products. How-
ever, uncertainty of loss outcomes, existing and increasing information asymmetries regarding the
cyber-postures of ICS-reliant organizations, the subsequent cyber-risk diversification challenges
in a scaled-up organizational network environment, large-scale negative network externalities,
and the possibility of new cyber-risk types could make insurers cautious about rising to meet the
increases in demand, even if there exists a pricing structure (and externally invested capital) that
supports it.

Thus, on one hand, it might be a while until which organizations might have to significantly
invest in self-insurance, when compared to commercial cyber-insurance. However, on the other
hand, it is also true that the organizational demand (pushed through rising C-suite concerns) for
cyber-insurance solutions will steadily increase (as we see from market statistics) over time and
with the rise in the number of smart cities around the globe. Given that information asymmetry
challenges will be on both sides (the supply and demand) of the RCRM solutions market,6 it would
be difficult for the demand side, i.e., organizations in ICS societies buying cyber-insurance policies,
to feel “taken-advantaged-of” through theoretically unfair premiums that may necessarily have to
be induced on them by the supply side to scale the RCRM business (hence its slow and steady
rise). Consequently, as mentioned above, organizations will continue to allocate budget in both
self-insurance and RCRM (e.g., cyber-insurance) solutions. The collective need looking forward is
a greater co-operation between leading cyber (re-)insurers, policy-makers, risk model vendors, re-
searchers, and major technology companies, to “sail” through the challenges posed by information
asymmetry issues in the complex inter-dependent service network for improved cyber-risk diver-
sification in CPS-reliant societies. One recent example of such a cooperation being the pioneering
Munich Re partnership7 with Google Cloud and Allianz.

6.2 How Does the NP-hard Nature of Dense Subgraph Detection Reflect in Practice?

In theory, proving the dense subgraph problem to be NP-hard just showcases the fact that for
certain worst-case bipartite graph configurations, it could take a lot of time to detect dense sub-
graphs. However, in practice, most scenarios that a cyber-risk manager encounters are usually “av-
erage” cases. Nonetheless, conveying a message of NP-hardness of a basic, critical, and necessary
cyber-risk management component such as diversification can un-necessarily amplify the risk-
averse mindset of RCRM solution providers. We conjecture that the “average” cases with respect to
dense subgraph detection for bipartite graphs in the practical world will not be relatively compute-
demanding. To this end, we study simulation trends on the time it takes in practice to compute

6The demand side might in most cases not have complete knowledge of its exposure to cyber-risk. This is due to the fact

that C-suite executives are often uncertain about the cyber-risk landscape their organization is exposed to, and hence

unsure of appropriate amounts of investments in cyber-security controls.
7https://cloud.google.com/press-releases/2021/0302/allianz-munichre-risk-management.
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dense subgraphs with varying bipartite graph sizes, hoping to provide confidence to scale RCRM
markets in CPS-driven ICS societies, despite the inherent NP-hard nature of the cyber-risk diversi-
fication problem. However, this does not reduce the importance of designing techniques in practice
to mitigate worst-case IA. This simply because it just takes one worst-case cyber-event (no matter
how rare it is) to take an insurance company (not serious about mitigating IA) out of business.
Monte Carlo Simulation Experiment - We conduct Monte Carlo simulations to computation-
ally solving the k-densest subgraph problem and study the time it takes to find such a subgraph.
The detailed simulation process is illustrated as follows through the stated steps:

(1) First, we fix the number of nodes of a randomly generated bipartite graphs to lie in the fol-
lowing set N ∈ {50, 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000}. This set covers bipartite graph sizes ranging
from small to big. Note that for any commercial cyber-insurer, 10,000 client organizations is
big enough in CPS society settings.

(2) To sample k for the densest k-subgraph problem, we choose five k’s (in our work k = n)
between 0.01∗N and 0.1∗N uniformly. Note that k = n represents the number of lemon ICs.

(3) In each random trial instance (out of a total of 100,000 instances) of a Monte Carlo simulation
for any fixed N , we randomly choose the number of nodes in one set, X between 1 and N ,
and let the number of nodes in the other set to be Y = N − X , as it is a bipartite graph; we
also randomly choose the number of edges, Z , of a random instance of a bipartite graph;
finally given X ,Y , and Z , we construct a random instance, B, of a bipartite graph.

(4) We iterate through all possible subgraphs for any instance of B |N and find, for each instance,
the number of edges E of the densest k-subgraph, given k (=n).

(5) We re-iterate the above step for all possible k values and record the time until we find
optimal densest k-subgraphs for varying N and k |N .

(6) Finally, we plot the simulation statistics.

Simulation Results - We observe from our simulation results that the mean and median time
(stated in normalized machine time units) to detect the existence of dense subgraphs over all simu-
lated instances for a specific (k = n,N ) pair is far lower (approximately 1

8 -fold) than the mean and
median time to detect the same in outlier (the top five percentile) instances (see Figure 5). These
outlier instances are the ones that contribute to NP-hardness of the dense subgraph detection prob-
lem in bipartite graphs. Evidently, the mean and median gap between the simulation running time
for general and outlier graph instances is monotonically increasing with k and N (see Figures 5
to 8). The results in Figures 5 to 8 show that for “average” cases, the cyber-risk diversification prob-
lem may not turn out that computationally challenging for a cyber re-insurer as may be perceived
from the fact that the general problem is NP-hard. We would expect, from practical experience,
the occurrence probability of outlier cases to be quite low—though we cannot guarantee this belief
for fast-evolving CPS-driven ICS societies and risk terrains. In other words, one (i.e., a cyber-risk
manager) should always be aware of rare events arising from a fat-tailed distribution reflecting
the occurrence of dense subgraphs that may take an exponential time to detect. It is such events
for which we have designed our graph-theoretic IA-mitigation mechanism, potentially preventing
cyber-risk managers going out of business due to mis-estimating risk estimates. Hence, we can con-
servatively recommend a safe scaling of the much-needed RCRM business for current CPS-driven
ICS societies without worrying about the general cyber-risk diversification intractability.

7 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In this section, we first discuss two directions that can improve the density of current cyber
(re-)insurance markets, apart from our proposed methodology in the article. The densification
of cyber-insurance markets will necessarily happen only when organizations better their
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the normalized running time for detecting a densest k-subgraph as a function of the

bipartite graph size (N ), and k (=n) ∈ [.01N , .1N ]. We simulate 100,000 random instances of bipartite graphs

for each N .

Fig. 6. Illustration of normalized running time statistics for detecting a densest k-subgraph as a function of

the bipartite graph size (a) N = 50 (left) and (b) N = 100 (right). We simulate 100,000 random instances for

each k .

cyber-postures through “best practice” compliance and governance. This is a non-trivial exercise
but necessary to provide confidence to cyber-insurers in IA environments. To this end, we also
discuss about related organizational compliance and governance issues that might arise. We
finally summarize our proposed research.
A Discussion on Alternative Approaches - Despite the fact that our proposed computational
policy to mitigate IA will promote cyber (re-)insurance market densification, it is always better
to improve (ICS) cyber-vulnerability information sharing “standards.” As an alternative (and com-
plementary) approach to improve the density of cyber (re-)insurance markets, regulators should
frame laws to boost cyber-vulnerability information sharing in society—this, more in the wake
of modern nation wars (e.g., the Russia-Ukraine war) that are likely to target ICSs to cripple
the economy and society. As an example of such laws, on March 15, 2022, President Joe Biden
signed into law the Cyber Incident Reporting for Critical Infrastructure Act. According to this
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Fig. 7. Illustration of normalized running time statistics for detecting a densest k-subgraph as a function of

the bipartite graph size (a) N = 500 (left) and (b) N = 1,000 (right). We simulate 100,000 random instances for

each k .

Fig. 8. Illustration of normalized running time statistics for detecting a densest k-subgraph as a function of

the bipartite graph size (a) N = 5K (left) and (b) N = 10K (right). We simulate 100,000 random instances for

each k .

act, IT/OT organizations must report certain cyber incidents to the Cybersecurity and Infras-

tructure Security Agency (CISA) of the U.S. DHS within 72 hours and an obligation to report
ransomware payments within 24 hours. In addition, the C-suite of each ICS should share best risk
governance practices among business partners and encourage its ICS management to participate
in public cyber-vulnerability sharing platforms. Another alternative approach to densify security-
improving cyber (re-)insurance markets is the introduction of insurance-linked securities market
via the sale of financial catastrophic bonds. The crux behind the potential effectiveness of ILS solu-
tions is that catastrophic bond markets rely on trading securities in non-correlated multi-trillion
financial markets. Since financial markets can draw on larger, more liquid, and increasingly di-
versified pool of capital than the equity of cyber (re-)insurance markets, diversifying (at most) a
few hundred billion dollars of cyber-risk by cyber (re-)insurers in a 30-odd trillion dollar market is
akin to insuring a drop in an ocean. In the context of insuring ICS, cyber-insurers can get enough
capital injected into their business (through re-insurers) using ILSs to be able to rapidly proliferate
markets and alleviate the market of lemons problem—typical of the cyber (re-)insurance industry.
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Organizational Compliance and Governance Challenges - Cyber-security policies estab-
lished by organization (ICS or otherwise) C-suites will not be effective if employees (including
the C-suite) and organizational end-users are not keen or are unwilling to follow security policies.
Subsequently, cyber-insurance firms will not be confident of selling solutions to such organizations.
The authors in [31] study using literature on IS adoption, protection-motivation theory, deterrence
theory, and organisational behavior—the compliance mindset of organizational employees. The
results in Reference [31] suggest that (a) threat perceptions about the severity of breaches and re-
sponse perceptions of response efficacy, self-efficacy, and response costs are likely to affect policy
attitudes; (b) organizational commitment and social influence significantly impact employee com-
pliance intentions; and (c) cyber-security resource availability significantly enhances self-efficacy,
which eventually increases employee intentions to comply with C-suite policies. With respect to
the latter point, the authors in Reference [30] propose a statistical auditing method to evaluate
the value of organizational IT/OT resources for the C-suite to allocate an appropriate budget for
incident prevention, management, and response. In Reference [17], the authors use coping theory
to study an underlying relationship between employee stress and deliberate violations in infor-
mation security policy. This stress in question is caused by burdensome, complex, and ambiguous
information security requirements. These requirements lead to a moral and cognitively rational-
ized disengagement from security policy violations by employees. Given a recent research idea of
making cyber-security an organizational strategic advantage over competitors [28], it is imperative
that well-designed security policies merge with good employee compliance.
Article Summary - Effective cyber-risk diversification is a necessary pre-requisite for successful
and scalable residual cyber-risk management solutions to proliferate in a market. In this article,
we proved that optimal cyber-risk diversification (an integral step to RCRM contract design) under
information asymmetry (IA) is computationally intractable, i.e., NP-hard, for the cyber-space
spanned by IT/IoT driven ICS societies. In other words, there are innumerable number of ways
in which an ICS organization can get cyber-breached, and in the presence of IA, even a computer
cannot figure those out in a reasonable amount of time in the worst case. As a result, ICS
cyber-risk might not be effectively estimated. This leads to a lack of re-insurer confidence in diver-
sifying/aggregating cyber-risks specific to intra ICS-networked (supply chain) settings affected by
correlated and inter-dependent cyber-risks. We proved the NP-hardness of the optimal cyber-risk
diversification problem under IA by viewing it from the lens of a NP-hard graph-theoretic
problem of finding the densest k-subgraph in a graph. Subsequently, as part of computational
policy design, we followed this up with the design of a provably optimal quasi-random cyber-risk
diversification environment induced upon expander graphs that significantly alleviates the IA
problem between the supply and demand sides of the RCRM business in polynomial time. In
other words, our proposed approximately random computational policy optimally mitigates (but
does not eliminate) negative cyber-vulnerability IA effects in favor of the optimal cyber-risk
diversification task. Our work formally established the reason why it has been very difficult to
date to significantly densify steadily rising (and much-wanted) RCRM markets under information
asymmetry in CPS-driven ICS societies despite their high demand, and proposed an environment
to turn things around for the benefit of the cyber-society. More specifically, we proposed a
computational policy that we recommend for implementation by regulators (and indeed doable
via simple rule adds-ons to the status quo) to densify (via computationally enabling diversification
portfolio optimization) the market presence of cyber-risk diversifying RCRM solution providers
and significantly improve cyber-security.
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